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You should get a confirming text that says:
“You’ve joined E B’s session (EBQ465)”

Polling Instructions

To register for the poll,
text this message - EBQ465  

to this number - 22333

Preparing your first talk,
we’ve all been there

anxiety Some,
have even been hereTips to calm your nerves

Preparation
Focus on your purpose
Visualize success 
Breathe
Some food, not too much
Find a friend in the audience

Today’s topics

The three “laws” of communication

The basics – above all else, get this part right

Story telling

Creating your slides

Tips to improve your presentation

Summing it up

Effective communication guides others to see things as you see them

Three laws of communication

Jean-luc Doumont, 2009

Me Audience

First Law
Adapt to the audience

Me Audience

Zeroth Law
Know your purpose

Me Audience

Second Law
Maximize signal/noise ratio

Noise

Me Audience

Third Law
Use effective redundancy

Noise
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Know your purpose – Why give a talk?

Less is more

Creation – commit the time you need

Practice

Vocalize your words 

Memorize the opening segments

Prepare - show up early and inhabit your space

The basics –
above all else, get this part right

Overstuffed means under explained
Allow ~ 1 - 2 min./slide

Chekhov’s gun

practice, practice, practice
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Ross Gardner, Jr.

Story Telling

Creating your slides

Slides should complement not compete

Typography – limit words, select your fonts

Color choices

Avoid wide-screen overload

Photos should be bold, clear and sharp, with impact

Create charts that communicate rather than obfuscate

Bad slides are worse than no slides at all

Slides should complement your presentation rather than compete with it.  Too much on-screen information will distract the 

reader who will be unable to successfully digest both the oral and visual material simultaneously.  This is an example of a slide 

that conflicts with, and distracts from my talk. 

Typography – limit words to no more than a few per line; keep fonts easy to read, sufficiently large, and similar, so there are 

no jarring discontinuities.  Long lines stretching across a wide-screen slide are difficult to read.

Avoid wide-screen overload, the tendency to use the large screen real estate available today to fill it completely with 

content.  Be sure not to put any more information on the slide than you can cover.  If you are not discussing it, remove it.

Photos should be full screen, even bleeding off the edges.  They should be large, clear, sharp, and relevant.  If small, they are 

simply a distraction as the audience struggles to understand them, is confused by them, or tries to ignore them altogether

Create charts that communicate rather than obfuscate.  Make sure the titles are clear and give the message of “so what” as 

opposed to a simple obvious description  Be sure lines are clearly labeled and easily differentiable.   Use a slide build if you

have many lines on one chart.

Well-known presenters such as Jean-luc Doumont have even made statements as extreme as, “no slides at all are better 

than bad slides.”  If you do not have the time to create good slides, concentrate on your oral presentation instead.

The Art of Presentation
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Slides should complement,
not compete

Font check 8 pt – are you kidding?

Font check 10 pt – much too small

Font check 12 pt – still difficult

Font check 14 pt – larger please

Font check 16 pt – getting there

Font check 18 pt – marginally ok

Font check 20 pt – almost there

Font check 22 pt – pretty close

Font check 24 pt – a personal goal

Font check 26 pt – this even better

Font check 28 pt – now we are cookin’!

Font check 30 pt – and even larger is fine

Font Check – can you see me?

With a Times New Roman serif font, even 24-pt text may be less readable

A poor color choice can make readability difficult even with a 24-pt font

Quick test – print slides, six per page, and hold at arms length

Selecting a background
White background is versatile

Looks good on any display

Room lighting not as critical

Stock photos are easier to use

Less ink when printing

• Better on electronic displays

• May be suited to longer talks

• Room lighting more critical

• May be preferred for charts 

and tables

• May stand out in a crowd
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What colors shall I use?

• Warm beige,

with black or dark blue text

• Beige has good emotional impact of 

brown and white, without their 

negatives

• Gradients or patterns add visual 

appeal, but can distract

• Dark blue or purple, 

with yellow or white text

• Blue is peaceful and confident,

and white gives sharp contrast

• Colors to avoid – red on blue

orange on blue

www.Thinkoutsidetheslide.com

green on red

3M Confidential.21 15 February 2019. All Rights Reserved.© 3M

Demonstration of the Uselessness of an Exceedingly Crowded PowerPoint Slide
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Overview of Seminar Topics

• The three “laws” of communication
• Annunciated by my go-to source on presentations, Jean-luc
Doumont (NHCA 2010)
• The three laws are the “theory piece” of my talk

• The basics – above all else, get this part right
• Story telling adds excitement and passion to your lectures

• Stories personalize your material
• Stories draw in the audience and keep them focused

• Creating your slides – this will be important to implement
• Tips to improve your presentation
• Effective communication guides others to see things as you see 
them

The Basics - Get this Right

• Less is more – this seems like an easy concept but in practice can be 
so hard to implement

• Excising the superfluous is challenging
• Creation – commit the time you need 
• Practice – I know you don’t want to, but just do it!

•Vocalize your words – speak them aloud
•Memorize the opening segments

• Prepare – show up early and inhabit your
space so you can make it your own and adjust the lighting, the layout, to 
meet your needs

The Three Laws of Communication

• First Law – adapt to the audience; you cannot adapt them 
to you, rather you must take what you get

• Second Law – Maximize the signal-to-noise ratio
• Third Law – Use effective redundancy
• Zeroth Law – Know your purpose so that others do too.

• Slides should complement not compete
• Typography – limit the amount of words you use and 

select your fonts wisely
• Color choices are important as some combinations may 

be difficult to read
• Avoid wide-screen overload such as shown here
• Photos should be bold, clear and sharp, with impact, the 

opposite of how this slide

Creating Your Slides for Maximum 
Impact

Tips and Suggestions

• Fill the slide and use the screen, but not like this
• Proper use of an optical pointer means using it 

sparingly
• Report only the necessary amount of significant 

figures
• PowerPoint Presenter view is a fabulous tool for you 

the presenter
• Kinetic learning can enhance learning
• Polling software increases audience involvement
• A wireless remote-advance makes you look 

professional
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The three “laws” of communication provide a useful framework for 

discussion

Less is more – difficult to implement, but it pays off

Plan, practice (practice again) and prepare

Tell good stories; let the audience hear your passion

Enjoy your talk, be yourself, have fun and show it

The Art of Presentation

The three “laws” of communication provide

a useful framework for discussion

Less is more – difficult to implement, but it pays off

Plan, practice (practice again) and prepare

Tell good stories; let the audience hear your passion

Enjoy your talk, be yourself, have fun and show it

The Art of Presentation
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courtesy of Don Gasaway, 1985

auditory 
function

McKnight  &  Sorenthell (1979)

Charts should not be eye tests

Foundry worker, 3 years, Age 62 Pipeline worker, 15 years, Age 59

McKnight and Sorenthell, 1979
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Attenuation of an industrial ANR earmuff, shown as active, 
passive, and total performance, compared to a large-volume 
maximum-performance passive earmuff and to a deeply roll-

down foam earplug plus earmuff.

Laboratory Test Data for Active 
Noise Reduction HPDs

• Tested in accordance with ANSI 
S12.42-2010 regarding measurement 
of electronic devices

• Measured on acoustical test fixture 
(ATF) in reverberation chamber

• ANR total is the sum of the ANR 
active plus passive

• The ANR device provides added 
protection in only the lowest test 
frequencies

• The conventional passive hearing 
protector is more protective in middle 
frequencies

• Commercially available devices 
purchased by experimenter

Berger, E. H. and Voix, J. (in press 2017).  “Hearing protection devices,” in The Noise Manual 6th

edition, edited by D. Meinke, E. H. Berger, R. Neitzel, D. Driscoll, Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc., Fairfax, VA.

Key Elements

Title

Line width

Line colors/symbols

Axis labels

Chart grid

Callouts vs legend

Citation

Presentation Tip

Describe axes and

other key elements
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Active noise reduction works best for low frequencies

High-performance
conventional earmuff

(Berger & Voix, in press 2019)

EARMUFFS

Within-lab 2.2 1.6 2.2 1.8 1 -2 

Between labs 3.8 4.8 6.2 4.8 -

For statistical significance, difference must be > 2 x U95 / √2
Example: within-lab testing of earplugs
Difference must equal or exceed 3.4 dB

ANSI S12.6 Uncertainty Estimates,
and Application to Significance Testing

Expanded uncertainty in dB (U95)

1/3-OB Values Single Number Value

< 250 Hz 250 Hz – 4 kHz > 4 kHz ANSI S12.68 E•A•RCAL 

EARPLUGS

Within-lab 3.0 2.1 2.6 2.4 2 - 3 

Between labs 8.0 6.4 6.4 6.0 -
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Animating a PowerPoint Table

Provide supporting 
information
on handouts

Tips to improve your presentation
Fill the slide and fill the screen

Proper use of an optical pointer

Significant figures – how many digits to report

PowerPoint presenter view

Kinetic learning

Polling software

Wireless remote-advance

Copyright and fair use 

If you are not going to mention it, do not put it on your slide

Low-attenuation earplug
High-attenuation earplug

Accounting for Bone-Conduction (BC) Limits with ATF Measurements

Extra title and needless logos

And Yet Another Logo One More Logo

Less is more

, and failure to enlarge to fill slide screenExtra title and needless logos, and failure to enlarge to fill slide screen
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Optical pointers are for pointing, not painting
Which is more meaningful, useful, or conveys more information?

94 dB or 94.32 dB

Another case of less is more – significant figures

“Presenter view” main screen “Presenter view” thumbnails

Polling software

Many options available – search “polling software”

Response methods and bandwidth

Phone/SMS text messages

Web page via tablet, PC, or Google Drive

Application specific hardware – response pads/clickers

Audience engagement

Responses can be anonymous

Can administer as live test

Use as a demonstration tool
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Wireless remote-advance

Ergonomic

Intuitive controls

Plug-and-play

Green laser pointer

Long battery life

Search for

“best presentation remote” or 

“best PPT remote advance”

Tips regarding images
Use your own

Get permission

Search “copyright and fair use”

Creative commons

Purchase

Stock.adobe.com, 10 images $30

trial membership

Summing it up

Know your purpose

Less is more

Plan, practice, prepare

Tell a story

Enjoy your talk

Be authentic

eberger@compuserve.com© 2019.  All rights reserved.  3M, E-A-R, Classic, and the color yellow for 
earplugs are trademarks of 3M Company used under license in Canada.
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